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Amanda and Ariel, adorned in their domina attire were curious when “The Host” told them, “To be honest,Amanda and Ariel, adorned in their domina attire were curious when “The Host” told them, “To be honest,
we haven’t invited a submissive girl today”. we haven’t invited a submissive girl today”. The events that followed launched them on a long and painfulThe events that followed launched them on a long and painful
journey in search of a treasure. journey in search of a treasure. Each of them lost when playing as the submissive with the other as theEach of them lost when playing as the submissive with the other as the
domina. domina. Lady Tatjana entered the action adding drama to a play already bursting at the seams with drama.Lady Tatjana entered the action adding drama to a play already bursting at the seams with drama.

Ariel smiled her nervous smile while Amanda showed her anxiety by tugging the collar around her neck.Ariel smiled her nervous smile while Amanda showed her anxiety by tugging the collar around her neck.
Amanda said she hoped Ariel would not pass out. Amanda said she hoped Ariel would not pass out. Ariel replied that she hoped Amanda would not quit. Ariel replied that she hoped Amanda would not quit. ForFor
this game, these heated rivals would be teammates. this game, these heated rivals would be teammates. The duo will have to cooperate to beat the cards andThe duo will have to cooperate to beat the cards and
Lady Tatjana to divide a $25,000US prize. Lady Tatjana to divide a $25,000US prize. Throughout this epic, many tears were shed, blood was spilledThroughout this epic, many tears were shed, blood was spilled
and many cries echoed in the room. and many cries echoed in the room. Today as Amanda and Ariel stood before the Cards of Pain, they knewToday as Amanda and Ariel stood before the Cards of Pain, they knew
there will be more. there will be more. 

In the rules for COP Duo, the girls will divide 200 strokes among five body parts. In the rules for COP Duo, the girls will divide 200 strokes among five body parts. Ariel will the takeAriel will the take
“Breast” and “Pussy” rounds”. “Breast” and “Pussy” rounds”. Amanda will take “Thighs” and “Back”. Amanda will take “Thighs” and “Back”. The “Butt” round will be suffered byThe “Butt” round will be suffered by
them together. them together. In each round they need to count at precisely the same time or start all over. In each round they need to count at precisely the same time or start all over. As LadyAs Lady
Tatjana gathered their clothes, Amanda and Ariel once again bared their supple flesh to be ravaged by theTatjana gathered their clothes, Amanda and Ariel once again bared their supple flesh to be ravaged by the
whip.whip.

Ariel went first with the “Breast” round and her arms were bound over her head. Ariel went first with the “Breast” round and her arms were bound over her head. The domina stated theThe domina stated the
terms of the round: 20 strokes counting backwards. terms of the round: 20 strokes counting backwards. Amanda stood slightly behind and to Ariel’s right.Amanda stood slightly behind and to Ariel’s right.

The first stroke squarely struck Ariel’s left nipple. The first stroke squarely struck Ariel’s left nipple. Lady Tatjana then put 3 across her belly, perhaps tryingLady Tatjana then put 3 across her belly, perhaps trying
to provoke Ariel into an angry out burst. to provoke Ariel into an angry out burst. Amanda stood with glassy eyes, trying to read Ariel’s face toAmanda stood with glassy eyes, trying to read Ariel’s face to
determine when to count. determine when to count. Twice when the girls spoke the number milliseconds apart, Twice when the girls spoke the number milliseconds apart, the domina warnedthe domina warned
them she would start over if they did not count together. them she would start over if they did not count together. After stroke fourteen in the backwards count,After stroke fourteen in the backwards count,
Ariel correctly counted “five” and Amanda counted “seven”. Ariel correctly counted “five” and Amanda counted “seven”. When the duo complained they had not madeWhen the duo complained they had not made
an error, Tatjana, shouted them down with the force of a prison guard. an error, Tatjana, shouted them down with the force of a prison guard. They started again at twenty.They started again at twenty.

After the eleventh stroke of the second set struck Ariel’s left nipple, she breathed heavy and thrashed inAfter the eleventh stroke of the second set struck Ariel’s left nipple, she breathed heavy and thrashed in
her bonds. her bonds. Amanda looked to the sky as though silently saying “Oh my God”. Amanda looked to the sky as though silently saying “Oh my God”. At the thirteenth stroke ofAt the thirteenth stroke of
the round, Ariel correctly counted “six”. the round, Ariel correctly counted “six”. Amanda counted “8”. Amanda counted “8”. Ariel screamed insults toward Amanda whoAriel screamed insults toward Amanda who
giggled finding humor in her own mistake. giggled finding humor in her own mistake. More angry words from Ariel followed. More angry words from Ariel followed. Amanda said she wasAmanda said she was
sorry. sorry. The domina smiled a huge smile and said, “It’s a pleasure playing with you two.” The domina smiled a huge smile and said, “It’s a pleasure playing with you two.” 

When the round started over, Amanda stepped in to see more clearly that Ariel’s left nipple had started toWhen the round started over, Amanda stepped in to see more clearly that Ariel’s left nipple had started to
bleed. bleed. Lady Tatjana sternly ordered her back to her spot. Lady Tatjana sternly ordered her back to her spot. Amanda seemed to be on the verge of sheddingAmanda seemed to be on the verge of shedding
her own tears at the sight of Ariel’s suffering. her own tears at the sight of Ariel’s suffering. Then in a rare moment of vulnerability, Ariel panicked at theThen in a rare moment of vulnerability, Ariel panicked at the
sight of blood oozing from her left nipple. sight of blood oozing from her left nipple. Lady Tatjana then put the next one on the same nipple. Lady Tatjana then put the next one on the same nipple. As theAs the
duo counted 13, blood could be seen dripping from Ariel’s left nipple on to the lower part of her breast.duo counted 13, blood could be seen dripping from Ariel’s left nipple on to the lower part of her breast.

With stroke “11”in the backwards count, With stroke “11”in the backwards count, Ariel squealed from the white hot pain when the domina onceAriel squealed from the white hot pain when the domina once
again struck the open wound on her left nipple. again struck the open wound on her left nipple. Amanda, who had a close-up view of every slicing strokeAmanda, who had a close-up view of every slicing stroke
spoke up. spoke up. “Shall I take it over”. “Shall I take it over”. “Please” fell wearily from Ariel’s lips.“Please” fell wearily from Ariel’s lips.

In all her games, Amanda admitted the “Breast” round was the one she feared most. In all her games, Amanda admitted the “Breast” round was the one she feared most. Courageously, sheCourageously, she
took Ariel’s place. took Ariel’s place. According to the rules, the ten remaining strokes for Ariel became 20 to Amanda’sAccording to the rules, the ten remaining strokes for Ariel became 20 to Amanda’s
breasts to finish the round. breasts to finish the round. As Ariel stood on the side with a tissue trying to stop the bleeding from herAs Ariel stood on the side with a tissue trying to stop the bleeding from her
left nipple, Amanda completed the round. left nipple, Amanda completed the round. The duo survive a long and punishing round one.The duo survive a long and punishing round one.

It was now Amanda’s turn and she chose “Thighs”. It was now Amanda’s turn and she chose “Thighs”. The lucky card said “Belly”. The lucky card said “Belly”. First “Breasts” then “Belly”;First “Breasts” then “Belly”;
Amanda’s nightmare body parts. Amanda’s nightmare body parts. Lady Tatjana stated the terms of the round, thirty to Amanda’s belly thenLady Tatjana stated the terms of the round, thirty to Amanda’s belly then
said “Count exactly at the same time or else unfortunately we must start all over again.”said “Count exactly at the same time or else unfortunately we must start all over again.”

Lady Tatiana stoically laid stroke after stroke to Amanda’s belly. Lady Tatiana stoically laid stroke after stroke to Amanda’s belly. She would stare her target then her rightShe would stare her target then her right
hand circled up over her head before sweeping down in a smooth elegant motion ending with a loud pophand circled up over her head before sweeping down in a smooth elegant motion ending with a loud pop
and Amanda’s blood curdling scream. and Amanda’s blood curdling scream. Ariel winced in sympathy yet they counted together perfectly. Ariel winced in sympathy yet they counted together perfectly. TheThe
duo survive round 2.duo survive round 2.

Amanda and Ariel were not ready to admit they were starting to like each other after sharing joy whenAmanda and Ariel were not ready to admit they were starting to like each other after sharing joy when
Ariel revealed the “½ All” card. Ariel revealed the “½ All” card. When the host tried to provoke Ariel by reminding her of Amanda’sWhen the host tried to provoke Ariel by reminding her of Amanda’s
counting mistake, counting mistake, she was quick to defend Amanda. she was quick to defend Amanda. The first beneficiary of the “1/2 All” card was Ariel.The first beneficiary of the “1/2 All” card was Ariel.
Twenty “Pussy Strokes” became ten.Twenty “Pussy Strokes” became ten.

For the “Pussy” round, Ariel was in position laying on the platform, with her ankles and wrists tied to theFor the “Pussy” round, Ariel was in position laying on the platform, with her ankles and wrists tied to the
four corner posts of the frame supporting it. four corner posts of the frame supporting it. Amanda sat next to Ariel on her right side near her head. Amanda sat next to Ariel on her right side near her head. SheShe
looked with fear in her eyes towards Lady Tatjana who said, “Ariel! Ten on your pussy. I will not sparelooked with fear in her eyes towards Lady Tatjana who said, “Ariel! Ten on your pussy. I will not spare
you.”you.”

Tatjana raised the “pussy strap” to nearly full extension over her head then brought it down crashing on toTatjana raised the “pussy strap” to nearly full extension over her head then brought it down crashing on to
Ariel’s pussy. Ariel’s pussy. Amanda winced at the sight of the stroke and swallowed hard before counting with Ariel,Amanda winced at the sight of the stroke and swallowed hard before counting with Ariel,
“one”. “one”. After the third stroke, After the third stroke, Amanda saw Ariel’s panicked breathing. Amanda saw Ariel’s panicked breathing. She pealed Ariel’s hand from its gripShe pealed Ariel’s hand from its grip
on the post to which it was tied and squeezed it in her left hand. on the post to which it was tied and squeezed it in her left hand. They were in this together.They were in this together.

Ariel screamed louder and longer after stroke six. Ariel screamed louder and longer after stroke six. She raised her head perhaps checking to see if herShe raised her head perhaps checking to see if her
clitoris was still attached. clitoris was still attached. The pace of The pace of Ariel’s breathing became faster and her body writhe in pain moreAriel’s breathing became faster and her body writhe in pain more
and more with each stroke. and more with each stroke. At stroke 9 her scream was replaced with a high pitched squeal. At stroke 9 her scream was replaced with a high pitched squeal. FollowingFollowing
stroke ten Ariel could barely catch her breath enough to count. stroke ten Ariel could barely catch her breath enough to count. She and Amanda counted a fraction of aShe and Amanda counted a fraction of a
second apart. second apart. The domina threatened to start the round over but she did not. The domina threatened to start the round over but she did not. The duo survive roundThe duo survive round
three.three.

Amanda was up next. Amanda was up next. The card she drew the “Move Strokes to the Next Round” The card she drew the “Move Strokes to the Next Round” The number of strokes, 20,The number of strokes, 20,
were moved to the last round: were moved to the last round: The round she and Ariel will do together. The round she and Ariel will do together. 45 butt strokes became 65 butt45 butt strokes became 65 butt
strokes. strokes. The lucky card revealed for the “Butt” round was “Total Body”. The lucky card revealed for the “Butt” round was “Total Body”. Lady Tatjana now has her choice ofLady Tatjana now has her choice of
where to strike.where to strike.
There would be no easy path to the $25,000US prize. There would be no easy path to the $25,000US prize. The duo needed to enter hell one more time toThe duo needed to enter hell one more time to
atone for the sins they committed against each other. atone for the sins they committed against each other. Lady Tatjana requested Amanda and Ariel be tiedLady Tatjana requested Amanda and Ariel be tied
back to back, exposing their already battered breasts, bellies and their pubic areas. Their arms wereback to back, exposing their already battered breasts, bellies and their pubic areas. Their arms were
secured over-head and their waists were tied together. secured over-head and their waists were tied together. In an a rare move, Lady Tatjana wished them “theIn an a rare move, Lady Tatjana wished them “the
best”. best”. Sixty-five strokes from a slightly jealous Lady Tatjana stood between the exhausted duo andSixty-five strokes from a slightly jealous Lady Tatjana stood between the exhausted duo and
$25,000US.$25,000US.

The first stroke that landed on Ariel must have felt like the 50thon her battered front. The first stroke that landed on Ariel must have felt like the 50thon her battered front. When it wasWhen it was
Amanda’s turn Amanda’s turn she screamed with intensity of a sub nearing total submission. she screamed with intensity of a sub nearing total submission. The duo had little strengthThe duo had little strength
to resist and tears flowed early and often as the domina was machine-like, delivering stroke after powerfulto resist and tears flowed early and often as the domina was machine-like, delivering stroke after powerful
stroke. stroke. When one of the duo screamed and cried from the devastating impact of the whip, the other criedWhen one of the duo screamed and cried from the devastating impact of the whip, the other cried
in reaction to the unseen mayhem behind her. Amanda and Ariel were so in tune that they were able toin reaction to the unseen mayhem behind her. Amanda and Ariel were so in tune that they were able to
count perfectly without seeing the other. count perfectly without seeing the other. They were also able to sense when their teammate needed toThey were also able to sense when their teammate needed to
change places. change places. 

THe duo sped down the track with the finish line in sight. Their screams were heard on the banks of theTHe duo sped down the track with the finish line in sight. Their screams were heard on the banks of the
Danube. This is a must see! Danube. This is a must see! It is Pedro’s exciting finale to a great real-life drama played out with whipsIt is Pedro’s exciting finale to a great real-life drama played out with whips
and restraints. and restraints. You need to own this reality show to beat all other reality shows. You need to own this reality show to beat all other reality shows. Grade AGrade A

You can buy it here: You can buy it here: http://elitepain.com/movies.php#newestmoviehttp://elitepain.com/movies.php#newestmovie
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